
37: Dangers of the Wild

While camping in the middle of the night, I was sharing the guard together with Felina. A first 
we talked a bit then we felt the urge to do something. Strangely enough I can’t remember 
what is was that we had to do, but I can clearly remember discussing with Felina whether or 
not we should wake the others. In the end Felina decided that it would be best to leave a note 
explaining our disappearance and leaving the camp without guards.

Coming to think of our course of action I would think that whatever it was that lured us out of 
the camp would not have been approved of by Reed and Grimwald, it would have been dodgy 
at least, otherwise we would have surely woken the others.

The following hours are a blur to me. I know we were searching for something but the details 
have been erased from my memory.  It  wasn’t  until  the break of  dawn that  we suddenly 
regained our senses.  Felina and I looked to each other and remembered leaving the camp 
unguarded. This would be a pain to explain to the others and decided to return to the camp. 

Felina and I both at best in the vicinity of buildings in a city. The fact that we were able to 
retrace our steps to the camp was more luck then anything else. Again Tymora guided my 
steps and looked out for me. I  should think of something to show my appreciation soon. 
Perhaps it will be nice if I carry a sort of symbol for her with me at all times. I think I will ask 
Grimwald to forge me a new buckler showing spinning dices on the front. That way I will 
carry a symbol of my devotion to lady luck into battle! Come to think of it, Grimwald can 
forge one out of the mithral stash we found in the mines. I will ask him as soon as I see a 
good opportunity.

Finally when we found our camping place it was abandoned and evidence of a fight was clear 
to see. This time we could easily follow the tracks of the party. Horses and a marching dwarf 
leave enough tracks for city slickers like Felina and me to follow. Felina seems agitated that 
the party didn’t wait for her. I myself felt a bit worried that the camp was attacked during our 
watch. Let’s just see what happens when we find the others and have to explain abandoning 
our watch duties. Fortunately I’m accompanied by the parties leader, let’s just hope that will 
help.
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